New District Improvement Planning Tool

**DIP2K4: District Improvement Plan 2004**

was released July 1, 2004 in conjunction with the 5th anniversary of Educational Vision And Networking Services, Inc.

DIP2K4 is a relational database application designed to facilitate and encourage development, and regular maintenance, of effective school district improvement plans. It is designed to take advantage of structured planning, yet provides flexibility in the contents of improvement plans. **DIP2K4** is adaptable to individuals with a wide range of computer skills. The program is designed for ease of use without sacrificing key elements of effective planning.

DIP2K4 is a district improvement planning tool developed by a former Associate Superintendent of a public school system in North Carolina. This product is designed for school districts to create a district improvement plan. It is not designed to compile all individual school plans into one composite plan.

The design of **DIP2K4** provides a framework for assisting school districts in a systematic process for developing and monitoring a comprehensive strategic plan for continued growth and development.

One of the main features of **DIP2K4** is the ability to generate multiple categories of action plans through a single set of comprehensive data entry.

The District Profile Data section provides a tool for monitoring progress in a variety of categories. **DIP2K4** will provide more components designed for local flexibility in the amount and types of profile data school districts can include with the plan.

For more information about this product see the **DIP2K4** brochure or visit the following website:

[www.educationalvision.com](http://www.educationalvision.com)

---

**Other Products and Services Available**

- **Customized Relational Databases** (such as RECASST, GEAR UP, HCAP, Dropout Prevention, and others as needed)
- **AS400 Query Design**
- **Database Development and Management**
- **Desktop Computer Applications**
- **Human Resource Management Systems**
- **Job Descriptions**
- **Program Evaluation**
- **Salary Schedules**
- **School Improvement Planning**
  - **SIP2K4: School Improvement Plan 2004**
- **Web Design**
Qualifications

Ralph Evans is the Founder and President of Educational Vision And Networking Services, Inc. His career spans more than 32 years of professional experience in education, including: high school mathematics and physics teacher, high school assistant principal, middle school principal, Chapter 1 Director, Assistant Superintendent and Associate Superintendent for Human Resources and Systemic Improvement. His variety of educational experiences and passion for utilizing technology in effectively managing the many hats worn by school administrators provide him with a broad understanding of how to make administrators’ jobs more manageable. Mr. Evans holds a B.S. in Mathematics w/minor in Physics (Pembroke State University), an M.A. in Educational Administration (North Carolina Central University) and an Ed.S. in Educational Administration (East Carolina University). He holds a North Carolina license in mathematics, mentor, advanced principal, and advanced superintendent. Mr. Evans has held numerous leadership positions on regional and statewide committees and has made presentations at regional, state and national conferences. He has been trained in designing SQL Server Databases and in all the components of Microsoft Office.